ONLINE DISCUSSION GROUP ASSIGNMENT THAT CAN BE PLUGGED INTO ANYONE’s COURSE:

Love, and often sex related poems by Afghani women?

1) READING: Read through the first 20 pages of short, short poems, pictures, and brief data on the Landay Poetry of Afghanistan in the LINK BELOW

https://www.poetryfoundation.org/media/landays.html (Links to an external site.)

2) SEE/HEAR AFGHANISTAN: Video scenes of Afghanistan to background and provide a context to the readings (in both Pashto and English) the reading of Landays (from the Poetry Foundation)

https://player.vimeo.com/external/318063492.sd.mp4?s=e80dd45a6d7e753ac9e03ee90470e95e5f87a9eb&profile_id=165 (Links to an external site.)

Photographed and directed by Seamus Murphy. Produced and translated by Eliza Griswold. Edited by Sebastian Gollek.

3) REFLECTION/Writing: DISCUSSION GROUP PARTICIPATION/ASSIGNMENT

On Your Discussion group post 3 SHORT poems (they are usually 2 lines or 4) from the READING or SEE/HEAR link, and comment why they stand out to you, surprised you, or caught your attention.